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Childhood treasures



                                           
                                          Kidiwi Handmade is a poetic and sweet French     
                                           brand, founded by a mother-daughter passionate
                                           duo in 2009.                                                                                

The two women like to communicate the emotions offered by a handmade 
garment. Beyond the clothes, there are the unique know-how of a hand, em-
broidering patiently each square millimeter of the bodice of a dress; the pas-
sion for a job well done; but above all, the love for children and the memories 
of those tender, important moments we are having with them. 
Famous for its hand smocked finishing, the Kidiwi signature truly remains in its 
skill to reinvent a classic shape with a unique sense for detail that only hand-
made craft can bring. Discretely hand stitched ruffles, bows and embroideries 
tell the story of our childhood fairy tales and nursery rhymes.

Kidiwi embraces both the elegance of the French design and the finesse of an 
ancestral know-how that the brand masters and updates. The results are exclu-
sive and unique garments for boys and girls from 0 to 12 years old. 
Kidiwi’s timeless line that caught the attention of royal families dresses children T

he 
bra

nd
...



 The spirit of the new collection...
The new SS2019 collection was inspired by Marie Rouanet’s 
book titled “Trésors d’enfance” (Childhood treasures). This 
French writer describes in her book these little things picked up 
here and there, during a walk, which made her joy when she 
was a child. It is this spirit of freedom and happiness that makes 
all the beauty of childhood and a never-ending source of inspi-
ration for Kidiwi.



22163 22192 
(blouse)

22160
(skirt)

22162 (blouse)
22164 (bloomer)

“Rêve en pastel”
(Pastel dream)

We start the discovery with a 
“Pastel dream”. Salmon and 
celadon pastel colors in delicate 
plain, dotted lightweight voile and 
romantic organic prints.



22170 221902219121093 (blouse)
21002 (skirt)

2100522171 22162+22164 



5. SAC ELEONORE (Hand crocheted and 100% leather handle - (37x31cm) - 6. SAC PENELOPE (24x18cm)
7. HAT JEANNE (available for kids and adults sizes) - 8. MAILLOT DB

1. SAC MADELEINE (34x28cm) - 2. SAC PENELOPE (24x18cm)
3. HAT CONSTANCE (available for kids and adults sizes) - 4. MAILLOT DB

5. 6. 7.

8.

From mother to daughter!Our range of accessories can 
be customized as you like. 
Pick the fabric you like from 
our collection

1.

2.

3.

4.



22202 
(top)
22204 

(bloomer)

22203

 “Fais de ta vie un rêve, et d’un rêve une réalité.” Antoine de Saint-Exupéry
    (Make your life a dream, and your dream a reality.)

22192
(blouse)

22200
(skirt)



22231 22232

The fabric is adorned with 
delicate striped silver lurex, for 
a luxury touch.



22220 22222 2222122233 2223022210



22183 22212

Smocked on the entire square millimiter of the bodice, 
these dresses represent up to 
8 hours of patient work.

22180 2218222181
(top)
22204 

(bloomer)



     22213

Delicately hand embroidered

22211

A V back and double ruffles on sides finish this 
must-have dress, for a poetic and fresh look. A bow 
sash tie, bicoloured, recalls the Kidiwi signature.



2207022061 22060

One of our iconic style 
redesigned with bell skirt

“Floraison de printemps”
(Spring bloom)

Now we admire the “Spring bloom”: tulips 
open and cherry trees blossom. Happy red 

color give the tone, attenuated with bright white 
and quality Italian ginghams.

 Embroidered ruffles interpret this magical 
moment.



Match with our accessories!

HAT ROSALIE 
  (Red hand-crocheted hat for girl and               
   woman)

  BAG ROSA 
  (Red hand-crocheted bag- Diam.20cm)
  (Diam. 20cm)

         ESPADRILLES VIGATANES RED
               (for women)
               

220732236022072



22062 22071
(V back)

See more about our accessories : bags, 
guenuine French espadrilles and hats in the 
following pages.



FLAT VIGATANES G
CHERRY (for girls)

MAILLOT DB MAILLOT SB

CHERRY BAG “L”  LOU
(Diam. 30cm)

 Hand-braided bag  with hand-
crocheted  pompon cherries

CHERRY  BAG “S” LOU
(Diam. 20cm)

We have developped a range of accessories for 
both girls and women. Hand-crocheted and 
woven bags and hats. 
They are EXCLUSIVE DESIGNS by Kidiwi that 
you won’t find anywhere else. 



2208022081

A luxury dotted plumetis fabric, pintucks 
and pleats on the bodice and hem, a V 

ruffled back with hand-stitched embroideries : 
the perfect outfit for special occasions.



22041

22040

2205122050 22310 (blouse)
22052 (smocked skirt)



VIGATANE W 
LIBERTY WILTSHIRE
(size 35 to 41)

LOLITA (100% leather bridle)
LIBERTY WILTSHIRE
(size 18 to 34)

CLASSIC ESPADRILLE
LIBERTY WILTSHIRE

(size 35 to 47)

Made in France



2227222273 22270

Let’s spend some time with 
friends and family around 
ice cream cups, sun and fresh 
fruits with the “Delight 
Flavor” theme. Light 
blue and lemon ginghams 
meet stripes and sharp color 
checks. 

“Parfum délice”
(Delight Flavor)



22302 2227122301



22248 22247
22085

(smocked collar blouse)
22303

(bell skirt)



22246

Hand-sticthed embroidery



22282 2228022281



22293(jacket)
22291(shirt)
22245(short)

22292
22290(short)
22291(shirt)



2226322264 22260

Around the “Nautical 
escape” theme, navy gingham, 
anchor prints and stripes meet 
up to celebrate the adventure 
of a discovery at sea. 
Delicate nautical embroi-

deries finish the outfits. 

“Evasion nautique”
(Nautical escape)



22010 2201122262 22261 22240 (short)
22242 (embroidered shirt)



22243 22244(jacket)
22245(short)
22291(shirt)

22241



22020 220362202222021+22024



22030
(all-in-one)

22033

22034(jacket)
22035(short)
22291(shirt)

22031(short)
22032(shirt)



We finish with the “Butterfly powder” theme. The best treasure ever. With iconic colors of 
the brand: pale pink and blue. Plain colors allow the smocking work to reveal itself in all its glory. 
Hand stitched embroideries enhance the softness of the collection. Cotton muslin and silk dupion add 
a luxury touch to the whole. 

2209122092 22150

“Poudre de papillon”
(Butterfly powder)



22153 22090 22330

22152

22151



22140 2214122142



2212322122 22120



2211222083
(blouse)

22110
(skirt)

22111



2210022084
(blouse)

22102
(skirt)

22101

22085

22103



22121 2233122350 22351

          Jersey milano shortie, with a very soft touch and maximum comfort



22131 22132

          Frothy and voluptuous, our cotton muslin is a high-end 
           fabric, woven in an historical spanish textile factory founded in 1916



221302213322320

          100% silk dress enhanced with hand-   
           smocking, beads and pintucks.



KIDIWI
5 Rue des Grouettes 
95130 Franconville

Tel : +33(0) 9.52.92.70.30
Mob : +33(0) 6.18.76.59.74

E-mail : sales@kidiwi-handmade.com
Site web : www.kidiwi-handmade.com

(c) graphisme freepik


